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StopTraffickingSG Campaign: An Introduction

Context
MP Mr Christopher De Souza has proposed a Private Member’s Bill dedicated to 
combating human trafficking which will be presented in parliament in November 2014.

StopTraffickingSG: Phase One 
In conjunction with the proposed Bill, non-governmental organisations HOME, 
AWARE  TWC2, Healthserve and MARUAH have jointly organized the 
StopTraffickingSG Campaign. Phase One of the campaign runs from July to 
December 2014.  To raise awareness of the Trafficking-In-Persons situation in 
Singapore, we have planned:

• A petition, which aims to garner 5000 signatures of support 

• A flash mob, to mobilise support from and increase awareness of the 
greater community 

• Talks highlighting the situation of human trafficking in Singapore  

• Campaign website, facebook and social media to engage the online 
community and to facilitate communication amongst supporters

• Documentaries / Short film on victims of trafficking 

The Purpose of the Petition
This petition urges the government to adopt a victim-centred approach in the 
drafting of the Bill on Prevention of Human Trafficking. The following terms specify 
the rights of victims that the petition hopes the Bill would achieve:

• Victims have the right to accommodation, food, counseling services, legal aid, 
medical treatment, compensation and social support while their case is ongoing

• Victims  are  not  prosecuted  for  being  an  undocumented  immigrant  or  for 
working  ‘illegally’  or  for  any  illegal  immigration  infractions  inadvertently 
committed while being trafficked

• Victims have the right to work and a decent income while their case is ongoing

The Rationale for a Victim-Centered Approach

1. Ensure detection and prosecution of traffickers and trafficking-related crimes  
Without guaranteeing the safety and the livelihood of victims of trafficking, 
they will not have the ability to report, identify and testify against their 
traffickers.

2. Align Singapore’s laws with international standards  
The inclusion of victims’ rights in the anti-trafficking legal framework is a 
widely adopted international practice. A clear framework to protect victims of 
trafficking in Singapore strengthens relations with our neighbours, who are the 
main source countries of victims trafficked through and to Singapore.

3. Comply with the Palermo Protocol  
Articles 6 to 8 of the Protocol mandate States Parties to assist and protect 
victims of human trafficking. The inclusion of victims' rights will ensure our 
effective compliance with the Protocol.

4. Protect those whose human rights are violated in Singapore  
As a transit and destination country for human trafficking, Singapore has a duty 
to protect the dignity and human rights of victims.
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Guidelines for Completion of the Petition

This petition has been prepared with the aim of it being eligible to be 
presented to Parliament as a Public Petition.  Standing Order 18 sets out the 
requirements a petition must comply with to enable it to qualify as such.  In 
order for this petition to maintain its eligibility, when signing this petition or 
offering this petition for signing please ensure the following:

Do:
• Ensure each signatory handwrites their own signature, name, address 

and date of signing in the appropriate column.  Provision of these 
details is mandatory.  If a signatory has any concerns with providing 
their address you can let them know we will not use their address for 
any other purpose.

• Only permit each signatory to sign once.

• Ensure each page of the petition is original and printed on paper.

• Ensure each signatory is over 18.

• Ensure that signatures are written in black or blue ink only.

• Ensure that signatures are written in the English language only.

• Ensure that each page of the petition is printed on A4 paper only.

Do Not:

• Make or permit any person to make any amendments, interlineations 
or erasures (including crossing out of any details) to this petition as 
this will render the entire page invalid.

• Photocopy, scan or otherwise attach or transfer any signature or date 
to this petition.

• Permit any person to sign the petition more than once.

• Permit any person to sign the petition on behalf of someone else.

• Attach any letter, affidavit or other document to the petition.

• Permit any Member of Parliament who may present the petition to 
Palriament to be a signatory to the petition.

Once each sheet of the petition has been completed, please return 
the original page to HOME by post or delivered by hand,

HOME
400 Orchard Road, #12-10
Orchard Towers Front Block
Singapore 238875 

Contact HOME
Tel: 6337 1171
Email: stoptraffickingsg@gmail.com
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Frequently Asked Questions

1.      What is Trafficking-in-Persons (human trafficking)?
According to  the  international  definition (UN Protocol  to  Prevent,  Suppress  and 
Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (2000)), Trafficking-in-
Persons has three elements to it:

The act: 
Doing one of the following acts – 

� Recruitment
� Transportation
� Transfer
� Harbouring
� Receipt of persons

The means: 
By means of any of the following –  

� Threat or use of force
� Other forms of coercion
� Abduction
� Fraud
� Deception
� Abuse of power or abuse of a position of vulnerability
� Giving or receiving payments/benefits to get the consent of a person 

having control
            over another person

The purpose: 
For the purpose of exploitation, which at least includes – 

� Sexual exploitation, including prostitution
� Forced labour or services
� Slavery or practices similar to slavery
� Servitude
� Removal of organs

In particular, note that human trafficking does not require a cross-border element 
to it, since a perpetrator can commit trafficking by harbouring or receiving persons 
(by the any of the stated means and for the purpose of exploitation).
Also, the UN Protocol expressly states that, where any of the stated means has 
been used, the victim’s consent to the exploitation is irrelevant.
Minors (under 18 years) are counted as victims of trafficking as long as the act and 
purpose satisfy the above criteria; the means are irrelevant. 

2.        What form does human trafficking take in Singapore?
A non-exhaustive list indicators of human trafficking in Singapore include:

� Physical or sexual abuse by the employer
� Passport withheld by employer
� Forced prostitution after being lured by a job offer as a model/waitress
� Denial of salary and/or allowance
� Threats by employer that prevent victim from making complaints/reports
� Forced labour in poor work conditions and for long hours without rest 

A combination of indicators may provide a composite finding of human trafficking
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3.        How prevalent is human trafficking in Singapore?
According to statistics from SPF, MHA and MOM,1 between 2008-2010, there were 
145 detected victims of trafficking, of which 100 were women, 28 were girls and 17 
were men. However, since Singapore does not have a legal definition of trafficking 
and a specific anti-trafficking law, there is a high possibility that there are many 
more cases that have gone undetected. 

4. What are the existing international standards and where does
                      Singapore stand relative to them?

The Palermo Protocols were adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 
2000. The 3 protocols are:

� Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially 
Women and Children

� Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air
� Protocol against the Illicit Manufacturing and Trafficking in Firearms, Their 

Parts and Components and Ammunition

Singapore, while not yet a signatory to the protocols, is making efforts to combat 
human trafficking in Singapore. Question 5 details the government’s work thus far. 

5.        What has the government done so far about human trafficking?
A range of  trafficking-related  offences  are covered  by the  penal  code and the 
Women’s Charter. There is no unique specific offence tackling human trafficking. 
The  government  regulates  employment  agencies,  including  licensing  and  fee 
caps.2 For migrant workers besides foreign domestic workers, recent changes in 
2012 mandate pay slips, impose limits on salary deductions and require employers 
to provide upkeep for workers who are waiting for resolution of statutory claims 
before repatriation.  For foreign domestic workers, the government now requires 
weekly rest-days. However, they can be paid in lieu of rest-days and continue to be 
excluded  from  the  protection  of  the  Employment  Act  and  Work  Injury 
Compensation Act, so no minimum work conditions are set and they only receive 
more limited coverage under compulsory medical insurance.   

The  Singapore  Inter-Agency  Taskforce  on  Trafficking-in-Persons  established  its 
National  Plan  of  Action  in  2012,  which  stipulates  four  strategies:  prevention, 
prosecution, protection and partnership. However, Singapore still lacks a specific 
and comprehensive anti-trafficking law, so cases referred to the Taskforce do not 
receive  additional  protection.  Moreover,  Singapore  has  not  recognised  a  legal 
definition of trafficking, which may produce inconsistencies in detecting cases.
MP Christopher De Souza (Holland GRC) is introducing a bill on the prevention of 
trafficking in Singapore in November 2014.

1

 Gathered by the US Department of Justice for the Trafficking in 
Persons Report 2012 

2

 Employment Agencies Act (EAA), Employment of Foreign 
Manpower Act (EFMA) and Employment of Foreign Manpower (Work Passes) 
Regulations (EFMRs)
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6.        Why do we need a specific law against human trafficking?
A specific anti-trafficking law can clarify the definition of trafficking, which will help 
authorities to detect cases and prosecute perpetrators. It can also provide support 
and  protection  for  victims  during  the  detection,  investigation  and  prosecution 
process.

7. What is the aim of this petition?
MP Mr Christopher de Souza has proposed a Private Member’s Bill  dedicated to 
fighting human trafficking. The government has expressed support for this. 

As this Bill is about to be tabled, this petition calls for Parliament to consider and 
include provisions for the protection and welfare of victims of human trafficking, 
specifically:

� Victims have the  right  to  accommodation,  food,  counseling services, 
legal  aid,  medical  treatment,  compensation  and social  support  while 
their case is ongoing;

� Victims are not prosecuted for being an undocumented immigrant or for 
working ‘illegally’ or for any illegal immigration infractions inadvertently 
committed while being trafficked; and

� Victims have the right to work and a decent income while their case is 
ongoing.

8.          Why is a victim-centered approach important?
A  victim-centered  approach  that  guarantees  victims’  safety,  livelihood  and 
sustenance is important because it gives victims the incentive to report, identify 
and testify against perpetrators. 
Currently, foreign workers still encounter significant obstacles to seeking redress 
against  their  employers,  as  they  may be  repatriated  before  an  opportunity  to 
complain, fear threats of being blacklisted by MOM, fear of being prosecuted for 
offences committed while they were trafficked (e.g. illegal entry or prostitution), or 
lack sustenance while they remain in Singapore during the investigation and court 
proceedings. Weak victim protection undermines a defendant-focused punitive or 
deterrent approach because victims are crucial to identifying violations. 
Moreover, as a transit and destination country for human trafficking, Singapore has 
a duty to protect the dignity and human rights of victims, realizing their right to 
protection, assistance and redress.

9. Don’t migrant workers come to Singapore willingly and face better
           conditions here than at home?
This may be true in many cases. However, even if  migrant workers consent to 
entering  Singapore,  they  face  genuine grievances  and injustice  when they are 
abused, denied salaries, or forced to labour under harsh conditions that they had 
not expected. Some are deceived about the nature and conditions of the work they 
are to do in Singapore. 
For example,  NGOs have encountered cases where migrant women are offered 
jobs  here  as  waitresses  or  models,  but  are  forced  into  prostitution  upon their 
arrival. Many foreign workers do not receive the monies owed to them, and end up 
returning  home  empty-handed.  Another  common  practice  is  for  employers  to 
replace the contract that the workers had signed before departure with a new 
contract with stricter terms upon arrival in Singapore. 
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10. I think there are too many immigrants in Singapore. Why should 
          we advocate for migrants’ rights to work and shelter?
While immigration is currently a very contentious issue in Singapore, we should be 
careful not to confuse this with the issue of trafficked migrant workers’ rights. 
Migrant workers who are most susceptible to trafficking generally take on jobs that 
Singaporeans would not wish to do, and hence do not compete with Singaporeans 
for jobs. Furthermore, some may be uneducated and easily taken advantage of in a 
foreign  country.  Besides  affirming  the  dignity  and  essential  rights  of  migrant 
workers and aligning our anti-trafficking laws to international standards, a positive 
response to this petition would also enhance Singapore’s international standing as 
a safe and welcoming place for migrant workers. 

Finally, regardless of our stance on immigration, victims of trafficking have been 
dealt  a  genuine  and  independent  injustice  and  therefore  deserve  protection, 
assistance  and  redress.  Unless  victims  are  guaranteed  sustenance,  they  are 
unlikely to report their grievances.

11.Why should trafficked victims be immune from prosecution for
          offences they committed while trafficked? 
Trafficked  persons are  themselves  victims of  crime;  often  they  themselves  are 
coerced  or  deceived  into committing  offences (e.g.  prostitution,  work  that  falls 
outside their work permit or visit pass). To prosecute them only further victimises 
them  without  enhancing  Singapore’s  internal  or  border  security.  The  fear  of 
prosecution also deters victims from reporting and identifying their perpetrators. 
The law should focus on prosecuting the perpetrators of human trafficking instead 
of their victims, who deserve our protection.

However, trafficked persons who committed crimes out of their own volition will 
still be prosecuted for those crimes.

12. Why should illegal immigrants be allowed to remain and work?

Victims  are  often  compelled  to  remain  in  Singapore  as  witnesses  for  police 
investigations or criminal trials. These investigations or trials may stretch for years. 
Currently, under the Temporary Job Scheme, such persons are only allowed to work 
temporarily at the discretion of the Ministry of Manpower. Granting them a right to 
work  during  this  period  would  thus  alleviate  their  financial  burdens  and 
productively occupy their time in Singapore. Without guaranteed income, trafficked 
victims  would  not  be  willing  to  report  their  cases  and  it  would  be  difficult  to 
prosecute  the perpetrators. 

Many  victims  of  human  trafficking  have  often  paid  large  sums  of  money  to 
unscrupulous agents in order to come to Singapore.  They may have expended 
their family’s savings, or have sold land or personal property in order to do this. 
Forcing them to return home empty-handed would be imposing a heavy burden on 
them, especially when they may have already suffered considerable injustice.  

13.         How will this petition benefit Singaporeans? 

This petition will benefit Singaporeans in a few ways. First, a positive response to 
this  petition  would  enhance  Singapore’s  international  standing  as  a  safe  and 
welcoming place for migrant workers. This would attract more capable migrant 
workers to come to Singapore. 
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Second,  this  would  also  improve  the  morale  of  migrant  workers  in  Singapore, 
leading to higher productivity and a more satisfied workforce. 

14. Is the victim-centered approach sufficient to stop trafficking?
The victim-centered approach is key to identify, arrest and convict traffickers. It 
also protects the victims by providing with shelter, medical and psychological care 
and food.

Raising awareness of trafficking as an issue to the public as well as how not to fall 
into the traps of traffickers is critical too.

15. Who can sign the petition?
Anyone above the age of 18, whether citizens, PRs or foreigners. 

16. Is there a specific way that signatories should write their
                      addresses when signing the petition?

There is no specific format, but our suggested format is: 
Block Number and Street Name and Number          Blk 113, Waterloo Street 1 
Floor-apartment number + Building Name (If Any)    #05-123  Waterloo  Tower 
Country and Postal Code          Singapore 123456 

17.         Where can I go to garner signatures?
Anywhere, except that you cannot solicit signatures from members of the public on 
private  property  (e.g.  malls)  without  the  permission  of  the  management.  If 
appropriate, you could consider circulating the petition among your staff or setting 
up a booth in your school.         

18.         Why do we use the term ‘Prayer’ in the Petition?
The petition has been drafted to comply with Standing Order Number 18 which 
sets  out  the  format  a  petition  must  take  in  order  for  it  to  be  eligible  to  be 
submitted to Parliament as a public petition.  Certain language used in the petition 
such as the word ‘prayer’ comes from Standing Order 18. The ‘prayer’ sits at the 
first paragraph on every signing page of the petition and specifies the signatories 
requests to the government. 

19.         How else can I help? 
You may support us in the following ways

� Donating to the Trafficked Victims' Fund via 
http://www.home.org.sg/give/donate.html (pl specify donation to Trafficked 
Victims' Fund)

� Donating a venue to hold a talk to promote StopTraffickingSG
� Organising a talk to promote StopTraffickingSG for interested parties
� Being  an advocate for  the  cause against  human trafficking  by emailing 

stoptraffickingsg@gmail.com indicating your interest.  You will  receive our 
Starter  Kit  and details  of  our  events,  talks and training sessions  as the 
campaign progresses.

Please email stoptraffickingsg@gmail.com with details of your contribution.
Every  contribution,  big  and  small,  counts  in  making  our  country  a  safer  and 
stronger Singapore. 

Thank you for your support! 
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The Pitch

We suggest the following 6 messages you can use when canvassing 
for signatures for the StopTraffickingSG petition:

1. Human trafficking exists in Singapore. women, men and children are 
brought into Singapore for the purpose of being exploited for their free 
labour including sex work

2. Arresting and convicting traffickers is an important aspect of 
maintaining a low-crime and safe Singapore

3. MP Christopher De Souza is introducing an anti-trafficking bill.

4. For victims to identify and testify against traffickers, they need 
protection. 

5. Protection takes the form of [3 messages of the campaign*]

6. Pl sign the petition now. Your information is strictly for the use of this 
petition.

*
• Victims have the right to accommodation, food, counseling services, legal aid, 

medical treatment, compensation and social support while their case is 
ongoing;

• Victims are not prosecuted for being an undocumented immigrant or for 
working ‘illegally’ or for any illegal immigration infractions inadvertently 
committed while being trafficked; and

• Victims have the right to work and a decent income while their case is ongoing.
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Case Studies
#1: Hesitant to Report

Three Vietnamese women were promised jobs as waitresses on a cruise ship 
in Singapore. In Vietnam, they had signed an English and a Vietnamese 
contract. Their families borrowed from a bank to pay the USD 2000 
recruitment fees that each of them had to pay.

When they arrived in Singapore, the women were charged additional costs 
that they had not been told about in Vietnam, effectively incurring a debt to 
their employers. In addition, the conditions of their work were different from 
those they had agreed to. There was a discrepancy between the English and 
Vietnamese versions of their contracts. The women did not speak English.

When the women complained about their work conditions, they were 
threatened with repatriation and told that they would have to compensate  
their employer in order to leave.

The women left the cruise ship and came to HOME for help. They were told 
they would have to remain for an uncertain period of time for investigations 
if their case was reported to the police.

Also, they did not have the right to work in Singapore as victims of 
trafficking as they are not from an approved source country for work permit 
holders and therefore would not be eligible under the Temporary Job 
Scheme.

The victims decided not to report their cases but to return home to Vietnam. 
Their errant employers were therefore not taken to task. 

#2: Cheated and Jailed

When Saiful, Ganesh, Laman and Hani were offered jobs in Singapore as 
store managers with an international convenience store chain, it felt like a 
dream come true. With a better income, they would be able to better 
provide for their families.

However, they were shocked to find out that their employers/ agents had 
fraudulently declared salaries that are at least two times higher than what 
they were actually being paid. This illegal practice of employers to falsely 
declare higher salaries for their migrant employees is done in order to 
circumvent the Ministry of Manpower’s strict quota for S Pass holders.

The four men were worried about the legal implications but were assured by 
their employers / agents that this is a 'normal' practice. Since each had 
incurred a heavy debt to get the job in Singapore, they had little choice but 
to trust their employers/ agents.

All four men were charged with making false statements regarding their 
salaries. They were jailed. Their employers / agents were fined.
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 Contact Us

Email us at stoptraffickingsg@gmail.com

Like us on our Stoptraffickingsg FB page

Follow us on Stoptraffickingsg twitter

Read about us on http://stoptraffickingsg.wordpress.com/
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